
A general breakdown of
diesel pulling classes

Enhanced Stock – Stock class with
pump turned up and a little bit of turbo
work. Power jumps from 100 hp or so
stock to 400-600 hp after the modifica-
tions.

Super Farm – Entry-level class at the
national level series, i.e., Outlaw, PPL
and NTPA. Outlaw is predominately on
the west of the Mississippi. PPL and
NTPA cover 99 percent of the east.
Super Farm at the national level run up
to 600 cid, one turbo and generate
between 1,000 – 1,200 hp.The cost to
build one is approximately $7,000 -
100,000. The maintenance program for
a Super Farm tractor is not as intensive
as the next level up.

Pro Stock – These are one turbo, 600
cid, which can run billet heads and billet
cranks, unlimited turbo size. These

engines produce between 2,100-2,500
hp. The maintenance program is very
expensive due to the amount of tur-
bochargers a competitor will need to
rebuild. One puller claims that he has
three turbos constantly in rotation to
run this class, and needs a very high
budget for turbo expenses every time
he hooks the tractor to the sled. Some
builders say you can only get 4-5 runs
with these turbos and they can cost as
much as $15,000 for a new turbo.

Super Stock – Limited to 650 cid, four
staged turbos. The biggest issue in this
class is the stock engine blocks are prone
to breakage.The stock block, especially in
the Case IH brand will not withstand the
300-psi of boost. These engines are
breaking at the cam line, and the block is
actually splitting and being tossed out of
the frame.The only thing restraining the
engine is the two safety cables encom-
passing the entire head and block.

– Courtesy of Dick Morgan, Pulloff.com
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